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10252 Nif Object
Renamer Utilities MMH 95-7041 Zennorious 2012-07-25

NifOR is a small application which lets you rename
meshes inside nif files. Its especially useful for Better
Bodies clothes and armors, since meshes are assigned

to body parts by their names. This way you can: Change
one or multiple meshes to use another body part

Remove...

8223 Vampiric
Hunger III v1.2 Miscellaneous MMH 53-9047 Zennorious 2003-12-24

FEATURES (Vampiric Hunger Base)> -Requires at least
Vampire Embrace 2.3. -Compatible with Vampire

Realism 2.3 and Bloodlines. -When you are a vampire
you have a blood level, when the blood level reaches 0

you will become hungry for blood. -When you are
hungry first ...

8065
Regionally

Known
Werewolves v1.0

Miscellaneous MMH 53-9772 Zennorious 2004-08-29

Do you hate when you change to werewolf form or back
and somebody sees you then the whole world gets to
know you are a werewolf and nobody speaks to you

anymore and everybody attacks you?     The only way to
make the NPCs friendly again was to load back a

previous savegame or cure yours...

8064
Regionally

Known
Criminals v1.1

Miscellaneous MMH 53-10028 Zennorious 2005-07-03

This mod will make crime on Morrowind region
dependent. This means that after you commit a crime in

Balmora people in Caldera won't know about your
crimes, but when you go back to Balmora you will get

your bounty back.  After a certain crime level people in
other towns will also hear a...

4604

Unoffical
Bloodmoon
patch for

Wizards Islands
v1.0

Bugfixes MMH 13-10194 Zennorious 2005-10-17

This mod replaces Wizards Islands snow with
Bloodmoons snow. This way it makes the game run

faster in outdoor areas. Makes the frost damage
dependent on the players frost resistance. You can also
disable the frost damage for the player when he/she is a

vampire or is in werewolf form. To do so ope...

4519 Month Bugfix
v2.0 Bugfixes MMH 13-1017 Zennorious 2009-04-06

1. Description In Morrowind there are 12 months just
like in the real world. The problem is that the first
month called Morning Star is missing and the year

starts with the second month. This plugin corrects this
bug and makes Morning Star an active month. 2. There

are other mods ...


